Purchase Order Standard Terms and Conditions

Documentation
An article delivered without Acceptable Documentation will be placed in quarantine until the Acceptable Documentation is provided. Such delay in providing the Acceptable Documentation shall interrupt the receiving of the Article, which may delay payment. If such a delay occurs, payment count date will begin on the day the Article is successfully received with all Acceptable Documentation by Millennium International.

An Article delivered to Millennium International by Seller must be traceable to one of the following certified sources:

- The Original Equipment Manufacture (“OEM”)
- An operator with an U.S. FAA Part 23 certificate;
- An operator with an U.S. FAA Part 25 certificate;
- An operator with an U.S. FAA Part 121 certificate;
- An operator with an U.S. FAA Part 125 certificate;
- An operator with an U.S. FAA Part 129 certificate;
- An operator with an U.S. FAA Part 135 certificate;
- An operator with an U.S. FAA Part 145 certificate;

The trace documentation must also meet any other specifications on the purchase order.

Unless an alternative or variance is specifically pre-approved by Millennium International in writing, Acceptable Documentation means documentation meeting ALL of the Following elements:

- A packing slip, invoice, or other commercial document typically used in the aerospace industry for the certificated source and every party thereafter indicating that the Article was released from that source; and the following:
  (a) A non-incident statement from the certificated source indicating that the Article was not previously installed on an aircraft involved in an accident or incident; and/or
  (b) A statement from the certificated source indicating that the Article has never been subject to unusual heat, stress, or environmental condition that could adversely affect the airworthiness of the Article.
- A statement that the Article was not procured from a government or any military source; and
- Verification (such as a part marking where appropriate, OEM documentation or written verification by the certificated source) that the part was product by the OEM.

An (AR) as removed Article removed due to failure must additionally have documentation indicating the reason for removal.

Any purchase order/repair order that pertains to a Millennium International part number, or item under an engineering specification, repair process specification, engineering process, etc. is subject to Millennium’s Intellectual Property Rights, Non-Disclosure clauses, and Proprietary Information, and supersedes any previous Agreement, written or verbal. Any of these Items and IP/Proprietary information may not be disclosed or used for any other purpose without expressed written authorization from Millennium International.